Trustworthy Personnel Essential

Security companies are crucial to maintaining security and safety. The public inherently trusts security guards to protect people, places and information. It’s imperative to hire honest personnel.

Unfortunately, job applicants might have a history of bad behavior not found in a DMV or criminal database or discovered with a drug test.

That threatens a security company’s reputation, customers’ assets, and public safety.

The best way to ensure you hire honest security personnel is to use EyeDetect+.

EyeDetect+: The New Testing Standard

Unlike other credibility assessment technologies, EyeDetect+ is fast, accurate, affordable and minimally invasive that is quickly and easily implemented to identify trustworthy applicants. It’s the world’s only scientifically validated, automated lie detector that detects deception by monitoring involuntary eye behavior during a computer-based test.

EyeDetect+: is a fast, accurate and affordable test. It’s destined to become the new screening standard for contract security personnel.

EPPA Compliant

EyeDetect+ meets the U.S. Federal Government definition of polygraph of the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 (EPPA) which allows it for screening “prospective employees of armored car, security alarm, and security guard firms who protect facilities, materials or operations…”

EyeDetect+ is an Efficient Screening Process

"Guards are trusted with customer access codes and facility keys. So, it’s imperative to efficiently and thoroughly screen job applicants with a process like EyeDetect+. It’s a huge liability for a security company to have a dishonest employee in a customer’s building or secure site."

Brett Magleby
Panther Security & Investigations
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Avoid a PR Nightmare

No organization wants bad press because of law-breaking employees.

Some recent headlines:

- May 13, 2020: Off-duty security guard arrested for assault in recent shooting
- March 26, 2020: More than 600 weapons reported stolen by security company
- Jan. 16, 2020: Guard convicted of falsifying evidence as police officer, disorderly conduct and theft
- Jan. 14, 2020: Guard arrested in inside-job burglary
- Aug. 1, 2017: Guard accused of stealing $100K on his first day at work
- Feb. 22, 2016: 3 Guards arrested for theft, drugs

EyeDetect+ can help keep security firms from being the victim of bad press.

COVID-19 Creates More Security Needs

The pandemic has created demand for additional security guards. Firms need to fill open positions quickly. EyeDetect+ is faster and more scalable than existing methods. And, it allows for safe social distancing while testing.

EyeDetect+ Benefits

EyeDetect+ is “next-generation” credibility assessment technology.

- Screening test is 91% accurate
- Diagnostic (investigative) test is 89% accurate
- Tests take 25 to 45 minutes; results available in 5 minutes
- Automated and standardized test
- No examiner required
- 100% unbiased and incorruptible
- Minimal contact with examinees – Physio Tracker has a photoelectric plethysmograph (PPG) and two cables to get data. (see photo, right)
- Maintains safe social distance

Free EyeDetect+ Demonstration

Contact us for a free demo to see how to best meet the growing demand for your firm. Get peace-of-mind hiring quality, trustworthy individuals.